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t-Martin boundary of killed random walks in the
quadrant

Cédric Lecouvey and Kilian Raschel

Abstract We compute thet-Martin boundary of two-dimensional small steps ran-
dom walks killed at the boundary of the quarter plane. We further provide explicit
expressions for the (generating functions of the) discretet-harmonic functions. Our
approach is uniform int, and shows that there are three regimes for the Martin
boundary.

1 Introduction and main results

Aim of this paper

This work is concerned with discretet-harmonic functions associated to Laplacian
operators with Dirichlet conditions in the quarter plane. Let{pk,ℓ} be non-negative
numbers summing to 1. Consider the associated discretet-Laplacian, acting on func-
tions f defined on the quarter planeN2 = {0,1,2, . . .}2 by

Lt( f )(i, j) = ∑
k,ℓ

pk,ℓ f (i + k, j + ℓ)− t · f (i, j), ∀i, j ≥ 1.

Our aim is to characterize the functionsf = { f (i, j)}i, j≥0 which are

(i) t-harmonic in the interior of the quarter plane, i.e.,Lt( f )(i, j) = 0 for all i, j ≥ 1;
(ii) positive in the interior of the quarter plane: for alli, j ≥ 1, f (i, j) > 0;
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(iii) zero on the boundary and at the exterior of the quarter plane: for all(i, j) ∈ Z2

such thati ≤ 0 and/orj ≤ 0, f (i, j) = 0.

The probabilistic counterpart of this potential theory viewpoint is the following:t-
harmonic functions satisfying to (i)–(iii) aret-harmonic for random walks (whose
increments have the law{pk,ℓ}) killed at the boundary of the quarter plane.

Literature

In general, it is a difficult problem to determine the Martin boundary (essentially,
the set of harmonic functions) of a given class of Markov chains, especially for non-
homogeneous processes (in our case, the inhomogeneity comes from the boundary
of the quadrant). Thet-Martin boundary plays a crucial role to determine the Martin
boundary (i.e., thet-Martin boundary witht = 1) of products of transition kernels
[17, 11]. Moreover, via the procedure of Doobh-transform, discrete harmonic func-
tions have also applications to defining random processes conditioned on staying in
given domains ofZd (the latter processes arise a great interest in the mathemati-
cal community, as they appear in several distinct domains: quantum random walks
[2, 3], random matrices, non-colliding random walks [15]).Further details and mo-
tivations of considering thet-Martin boundary can be found in [11, Introduction].

For non-zero drift random walks in cones, the Martin boundary has essentially
been found for very particular cones, as half spacesN×Zd−1 and orthantsNd. In
[12, Corollary 1.1] it has been found in the case ofN2 for random walks with expo-
nential moments, using ratio limit theorems for local processes and large deviation
techniques. The Martin boundary was proved to be homeomorphic to [0,π/2]. In
[14], under the small steps and non-degeneration hypotheses, namely,

(a) thepk,ℓ are 0 as soon as|k|> 1 and/or|ℓ|> 1,
(b) in the (clockwise) listp1,1, p1,0, p1,−1, p0,−1, p−1,−1, p−1,0, p−1,1, p0,1, there are

no three consecutive zeros,

the exact asymptotics of Green functions was obtained, and asimilar result as in
[12] on the Martin boundary was derived. In [12, 14], no explicit expressions for the
harmonic functions were provided.

For random walks with zero drift, the results are rarer, and typically require a
strong underlying structure: the random walks are cartesian products in [17], they
are associated with Lie algebras in [2, 3], etc. Last but not least, knowing the har-
monic functions for zero drift random walks inNd−1 is necessary for constructing
harmonic functions of walks with drift inNd, see [9]. The first systematical result
was obtained in [19]: under (a)–(c), where (c) is the zero drift hypothesis

(c) ∑k,ℓ kpk,ℓ = ∑k,ℓ ℓpk,ℓ = 0,

it was proved that there is a unique discrete harmonic function (up to multiplicative
factors). In [19], there is also an explicit expression for the generating function
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✲ ✲
0 t0 1
• • •

0 t0 = 1
• •

Fig. 1 Location oft0 in the non-zero drift case (left) and in the zero drift case (right). There are
three regimes for thet-Martin boundary: empty (green, left), reduced to one point(red, middle),
homeomorphic to a segment (blue, right), see Theorem 1

H(x,y) = ∑
i, j≥1

f (i, j)xi−1y j−1 (1)

of the values of the harmonic function. Finally, this uniqueness result is extended in
[4] to a much larger class of transition probabilities and dimension.

The are less examples of studies oft-Martin boundary. One of them is [11], for
reflected random walks in half-spaces.

Main results

Our main results are on the structure of thet-Martin boundary (Theorem 1) and on
the explicit expression of thet-harmonic functions (Theorem 2).

Definet0 by
t0 = min

a∈R2
φ(a), (2)

where we have noted

φ(a) = φ(a1,a2) = ∑
k,ℓ

pk,ℓe
ka1eℓa2. (3)

Notice thatt0 ∈ (0,1], andt0 = 1 if and only if (c) holds (Figure 1).

Theorem 1.For any random walk satisfying to(a)–(b), the t-Martin boundary is,

(i) for t > t0, homeomorphic to a segment St (with non-empty interior);
(ii) for t = t0, reduced to one point;
(iii) for t < t0, empty.

For t = 1 and non-zero drift, Theorem 1 (i) is proved in [12, 14]; fort = 1 and
zero drift, Theorem 1 (ii) is obtained in [19, Theorem 12]. Theorem 1 (iii) follows
from general results on Markov kernels, see, e.g., [18].

We shall give two proofs of Theorem 1. The first one is based on afunc-
tional equation satisfied by the generating function (1) of any t-harmonic function
(see (6)). This method (solving the functional equation viacomplex analysis) was
introduced in [19] for the caset = 1 and zero drift. As we shall see, it has the fol-
lowing advantages: it works for anyt; the critical valuet0 appears very naturally;
finally, it provides an expression for thet-harmonic functions (see our Theorem 2).

The second proof is based on an exponential change of measure, which allows
to reduce the general case to the caset = 1. In particular, with this second method,
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Theorem 1 can be extended to a much larger class than those satisfying to (a)–
(b): namely, Theorem 1 (i) to the class of random walks whose increments have
exponential moments (thanks to [12, Corollary 1.1]), and Theorem 1 (ii) to random
walks with bounded symmetric jumps (thanks to [4, Theorem 1]).

Our second theorem provides an explicit expression for the generating func-
tion (1). We recall that at-harmonic functionf > 0 is said to be minimal if for
any t-harmonic functiong > 0, the inequalityg≤ f implies the equalityg= c · f ,
for somec> 0. Notice that

H(x,0) = ∑
i≥1

f (i,1)xi−1, H(0,y) = ∑
j≥1

f (1, j)y j−1 (4)

are the generating functions of the values of the harmonic function above/on the
right of the coordinate axes. Introduce the second order (inx andy) polynomial,
called the kernel,

L(x,y) = xy

(

∑
−1≤k,ℓ≤1

pk,ℓx
−ky−ℓ− t

)
. (5)

The kernel is fully characterized by the jumps{pk,ℓ}.

Theorem 2.Let{pk,ℓ} be any jumps satisfying to(a)–(b), and let St be the segment
in Theorem 1.

In case(i) (t ∈ (t0,∞)), there exists a universal function w(see(19) and (20)),
i.e., a function depending only on the kernel L(and therefore also on t), such that
for any minimal t-harmonic function{ f (i, j)}, there exist p∈ St and two constants
α,β (see(13) and(14)), with

H(x,0) =
1

L(x,0)

(
α

w(x)−w(p)
+β

)
.

In case(ii) ( t = t0), the t-harmonic function is unique, up to multiplicative factors.
Its expression can be obtained either as the limit of the above expression when
t → t0, or directly with Equations(19)and (23).

A similar expression holds forH(0,y), and finally the functional equation (6) gives
the announced expression forH(x,y). Theorem 2 will be stated in full details in
Section 3.

Organization of the paper

In Section 2 we state the functional equation (6), we introduce some notation, we
compute the growth oft-harmonic functions (Lemmas 2 and 3), and we finally
show that the generating function (4) satisfies a simple boundary value problem
(Lemma 4). In Section 3 we solve this boundary value problem,by introducing the
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notion of conformal gluing functions (Definition 1). In Section 4 we extend our
Theorem 1 to a larger class of jumps{pk,ℓ}, by making an exponential change of
jumps (Corollary 1). In Section 5 we propose some remarks anda conjecture around
our results. In Appendix 6 we give an explicit expression forthe conformal gluing
functionw of Theorem 2.

Our paper is self-contained. However, for some technical aspects of our work,
specially those concerning random walks in the quarter plane, we decided to state
the results without proof, referring the readers to the large existing literature (see,
e.g., [5, 6, 13, 14, 19]).

2 Boundary value problem for the generating functions of
harmonic functions

Our approach extends the one in [19], and consists in using the generating function
H(x,y) (see (1)) of the harmonic function. The key point is that thisfunctionH(x,y)
satisfies the functional equation

L(x,y)H(x,y) = L(x,0)H(x,0)+L(0,y)H(0,y)−L(0,0)H(0,0), (6)

whereL is defined in (5).
The proof of (6) simply comes from multiplying the relationLt( f )(i, j) = 0 by

xiy j and then from summing w.r.t.i, j ≥ 1. In (6), the variablesx andy can be seen
as formal variables, but they will mostly be used as complex variables.

This section is organized as follows: we first study important properties of the
kernel (5). Then we are interested in the regularity (as complex functions) ofH(x,0)
andH(0,y), which is related to the exponential growth of harmonic functions. Then
we state a boundary value problem satisfied by these generating functions.

2.1 Notations

The kernelL(x,y) in (5) can also be written

L(x,y) = α(x)y2+β (x)y+ γ(x) = α̃(y)x2+ β̃(y)x+ γ̃(y), (7)

where (without loss of generality, we assume thatp0,0 = 0)
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α(x) = p−1,−1x2+ p0,−1x+ p1,−1,
β (x) = p−1,0x2− tx+ p1,0,
γ(x) = p−1,1x2+ p0,1x+ p1,1,
α̃(y) = p−1,−1y2+ p−1,0y+ p−1,1,

β̃ (y) = p0,−1y2− ty+ p0,1,
γ̃(y) = p1,−1y2+ p1,0y+ p1,1.

We also define

δ (x) = β (x)2−4α(x)γ(x), δ̃ (y) = β̃ (y)2−4α̃(y)γ̃(y), (8)

which are the discriminants of the polynomialL(x,y) as a function ofy andx, re-
spectively. The following facts regarding the polynomialδ are proved in [5, Chapter
2] for t = 1, their proof for general values oft ≥ t0 (t0 being defined in (2)) would
be similar: under (a)–(b),δ has degree (inx) three or four. We denote its roots by
{xℓ}1≤ℓ≤4, with

|x1| ≤ |x2| ≤ |x3| ≤ |x4|, (9)

andx4=∞ if δ has degree three. We havex1 ∈ [−1,1), x4 ∈ (1,∞)∪{∞}∪(−∞,−1],
andx2,x3 > 0. Furtherδ (x) is negative onR if and only if x∈ (x1,x2)∪(x3,x4). The
polynomialδ̃ in (8) and its roots{yℓ}1≤ℓ≤4 satisfy similar properties.

In what follows, we define the algebraic functionsX(y) andY(x) by L(X(y),y) =
0 andL(x,Y(x)) = 0. With (7) and (8) we have the obvious expressions

X(y) =
−β̃ (y)±

√
δ̃ (y)

2α̃(y)
, Y(x) =

−β (x)±
√

δ (x)
2α(x)

. (10)

The functionsX(y) andY(x) both have two branches, calledX0,X1 andY0,Y1, which
are meromorphic on the cut planesC\ ([y1,y2]∪ [y3,y4]) andC\ ([x1,x2]∪ [x3,x4]),
respectively. The numbering of the branches can be chosen soas to satisfy|X0(y)| ≤
|X1(y)| (resp.|Y0(x)| ≤ |Y1(x)|) on the whole of the cut planes, see [5, Theorem
5.3.3].

Note that exceptα,γ, α̃ , γ̃ , all quantities defined above depend ont.

2.2 Growth of t-harmonic functions

By definition, the exponential growth of a sequence{ui} of positive real numbers

is limsupi→∞ u1/i
i . We first identify (Lemma 1) the exponential growth of{ f (i,1)}

and{ f (1, j)} for t = 1, and then (Lemma 2) we treat the general case int.
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First case:t = 1

Consider onR2 the functionφ defined by (3), and define the setD1 = {a ∈ R2 :
φ(a)≤ 1} and its boundary∂D1 = {a∈ R2 : φ(a) = 1}. If the drift is zero (hypoth-
esis (c)), the setD1 is reduced to{0}, see [7, Proposition 4.3]. If not, it is homeo-

morphic to the unit disc. More precisely, fora∈ ∂D1, let q(a) = ∇φ(a)
|∇φ(a)| ∈ S1 (the

unit circle). If the drift is non-zero, the functionq is a homeomorphism between∂D1

andS1, see [7, Proposition 4.4] or [12, Introduction]. Define finally S1
+ = S1∩R2

+

as well asΓ +
1 = {a∈ ∂D1 : q(a) ∈ S1

+}. The following result is proved in [12].

Lemma 1 ([12]).For any non-zero minimal1-harmonic function f , there exists a=
(a1,a2) ∈ Γ +

1 such that the exponential growth of{ f (i,1)} (resp.{ f (1, j)}) is a1

(resp. a2).

(And reciprocally, anya∈ Γ +
1 is the growth of a minimal 1-harmonic function.)

Lemma 1 follows from Equation (1.3) in [12], which gives the structure of any
minimal harmonic function. It holds a priori only in the caseof a non-zero drift,
but it turns out to be also true in the zero drift case, as thereis then no exponential
growth, i.e.,a1 = a2 = 0, which is guaranteed by [19, Lemma 2].

General case int

We introduceDt = {a∈ R2 : φ(a) ≤ t} as well as (with obvious notation)∂Dt and
Γ +

t .
The functionφ is strictly convex onR2, and due to the hypothesis (b) it admits a

global minimum onR2. Let t0 as in (2). Note thatt0 ≤ 1 (evaluateφ at 0) and that
t0 = 1 if and only if the drift is zero (see [7, Proposition 4.3]). The following result
extends Lemma 1 tot-harmonic functions.

Lemma 2. Let t≥ t0. For any non-zero minimal t-harmonic function f , there exists
a ∈ Γ +

t such that the exponential growth of{ f (i,1)} (resp.{ f (1, j)}) is a1 (resp.
a2).

(And reciprocally, anya∈ Γ +
t is the growth of a minimalt-harmonic function.)

Lemma 2 could be proved along the same lines as Lemma 1, but it can also be
obtained thanks to the exponential change of the parameters{pi, j} presented in
Section 4. As Lemma 1, Lemma 2 holds for any value of the drift.

Reformulation in terms of the kernel

Lemma 2 can be reformulated as follows, in terms of quantities related to the ker-
nel (5). This will be more convenient for our analysis.

Lemma 3. Let t≥ t0. For any non-zero minimal t-harmonic function f , there exists
p∈ [x2,X(y2)] (resp. p′ ∈ [y2,Y(x2)]) with p′ =Y0(p) (or p= X0(p′)), such that the
exponential growth of{ f (i,1)} (resp.{ f (1, j)}) is 1/p (resp.1/p′).
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Proof. We first notice thatφ(a) = t if and only if L(1/ea1,1/ea2) = 0, see (3)
and (5). Moreover, the real and positive points of{(x,y) ∈ C2 : L(x,y) = 0} are
(see [13, 5])

P = {(x,Y0(x)) : x∈ [x2,x3]}∪{(x,Y1(x)) : x∈ [x2,x3]}.

The fact thata∈Γ +
t implies thatx∈ [x2,X(y2)], since the normal to the curveP at

x2 (resp.X(y2)) is (−1,0) (resp.(0,−1)). ⊓⊔

As a consequence of Lemmas 2 and 3, we obtain a proof of Theorem1 (i). We
shall give more details on the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 3.

2.3 A boundary value problem

In this section we prove that the functionL(x,0)H(x,0) satisfies a simple boundary
value problem. A boundary value problem is composed of a boundary condition
(Lemma 4) and a regularity condition (Lemma 5).

With the previous notation we introduce

M = X([y1,y2]) = X0([y1,y2])∪X1([y1,y2]).

This curve is symmetrical w.r.t. the real axis, sinceδ̃ is non-positive on[y1,y2],
and hence the two branchesX0 andX1 are complex conjugate on that interval. See
Figure 2 for an example of curveM .

Denote byx the complex conjugate ofx∈ C.

Lemma 4. We have the boundary condition: for all x inM ,

L(x,0)H(x,0)−L(x,0)H(x,0) = 0.

We have a similar equation forL(0,y)H(0,y) on the curveL =Y([x1,x2]).

Proof. Lemma 4 is classical; see [19, Section 2.6] for the original proof in the zero
drift case. The main idea is to evaluate (6) at(X0(y),y), and then to make the differ-
ence of the two equations obtained by lettingy go to [y1,y2] from above and below
in C (i.e., withy having a positive and then a negative imaginary part).⊓⊔

Lemma 3 implies that: to any minimalt-harmonic function{ f (i, j)} we can as-
sociate a numberp∈ [x2,X(y2)] such that 1/p (resp. 1/p′, with p′ = Y0(p)) is the
exponential growth of{ f (i,1)} (resp.{ f (1, j)}). We write{ fp(i, j)} andHp(x,y)
to emphasize this exponential growth.

Let DM be the interior domain delimited by the curveM (containingx2 on Fig-
ure 2) andDM =DM ∪M be its closure. The lemma hereafter gives the regularity
of the complex functionHp(x,0) (a similar result holds forHp(0,y)).

Lemma 5. For any t∈ [t0,∞), the generating function Hp(x,0) is meromorphic in
DM , and has inDM a unique singularity, at p. The singularity is on the boundary
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✲

✻

X(y2)X(y1) x2

St

M

• ••

Fig. 2 The curveM = X([y1,y2]) is symmetrical w.r.t. the real axis. It is smooth everywhere
except atX(y2), where it may have a corner point (if and only ift = t0). Any 1/p, with p point of
the red segmentSt , is the exponential growth of a harmonic function

M if and only if t 6= t0 and p= X(y2) or if t = t0. In case(i) (t 6= t0), the singularity
is polar. In case(ii) ( t = t0), it can be polar or not polar.

Proof. The caset = t0 is rather special. In the case of a zero drift (t0 = 1), it has been
proved in [19, Lemma 3]. For other values oft = t0, the proof would be completely
similar.

We therefore assume thatt 6= t0. It follows from Lemma 3 that the function
Hp(x,0) is analytic in the open discD(0, p) centered at 0 and of radiusp. The
same holds forHp(0,y) in D(0, p′). Consider the identity

L(x,0)Hp(x,0)+L(0,Y0(x))Hp(0,Y0(x))−L(0,0)Hp(0,0) = 0, (11)

which is the functional equation (6) evaluated at(x,Y0(x)). The fact that (11) holds
on a non-empty set is not clear a priori, and follows from Lemma 6, withx on the
circle of radiusp. A consequence of (11) is thatHp(x,0) can be continued on the
whole ofDM . Indeed, writing

DM = D(0, p)∪ (DM \D(0, p)),

the generating function is defined through its power series in the first domain,
and thanks toHp(0,Y0(x)) in the complementary domain. Further, we have that
limx→p |Hp(x,0)| = ∞ (independently of the way thatx→ p), so thatp is indeed a
pole, and not an essential singularity.⊓⊔

The following result has been used in the proof of Lemma 5. Forthe proof we
refer to [14, Lemma 28], which is a very close statement.
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Lemma 6. Let x∈ [x2,X(y2)]. Then for all|u|= x, we have|Y0(u)| ≤Y0(|u|). Fur-
thermore, the inequality is strict, except for u= x.

3 Resolution of the boundary value problem: proof of
Theorems 1 and 2

3.1 Conformal gluing functions

Lemmas 4 and 5 imply that the functionL(x,0)H(x,0) belongs to the set of functions
f which are meromorphic inDM and satisfy onM the equalityf (x) = f (x). This
set of functions is too large to work on: for instance,P◦ f still belongs to this set for
any polynomialP. The good idea is to impose a minimality condition onf , and to
introduce the notion of conformal gluing functions (our general reference for this is
the book of Litvinchuk [16], and more specifically its secondchapter).

Definition 1. A conformal gluing functionw for DM is a function meromorphic
and injective onDM , continuous onDM except at a finite number of points, and
such thatw(x) = w(x) for x∈ M .

As stated in the lemma below, conformal gluing functions exist. They must have
a unique singularity onDM (of order 1 if the singularity is in the interiorDM ), and
are essentially characterized by the location of this singularity.

Lemma 7 ([16]). Let p∈ DM . Up to additive and multiplicative constants, there
exists a unique conformal gluing function w forDM with a pole at p. Further,
for any two conformal gluing functions w1 and w2, there exist a,b,c,d ∈ C with
ad−bc 6= 0 such that w2 =

aw1+b
cw1+d .

3.2 Complete statement of Theorem 2

Let w be a conformal mapping as in Lemma 7 with a pole atx0 ∈ (X(y1),x2)\ {0}
(this reference pointx0 is arbitrary), see Figure 2 for its location. Subtracting by
w(0), we may assume thatw(0) = 0.

The singularity ofL(x,0)Hp(x,0) is not located anywhere inDM , but on the
segment[x2,X(y2)], see Lemma 5. Let us call α

w−w(p) + β the class of conformal

gluing functions with a pole atp ∈ [x2,X(y2)], see Lemma 7. Our Theorem 2 will
be restated as:

L(x,0)Hp(x,0) =
α

w(x)−w(p)
+β . (12)

In other words, the conformal gluing functions parametrized by p∈ [x2,X(y2)] offer
a complete solution to our problem. Notice that expressionsfor the constantsα and
β will follow from a one or two term(s) expansion of the equality (12).
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We now state the theorem in full details. Define

α =− f (1,1)×






p0,1w(p)2

w′(0)
if p1,1 = 0 andp0,1 6= 0,

2p−1,1w(p)2

w′′(0)
if p1,1 = 0 andp0,1 = 0,

(w(X0(0))−w(p))w(p)
w(X0(0))

if p1,1 6= 0,

(13)

and
β = p1,1 f (1,1)+

α
w(p)

. (14)

Theorem 2 (complete version).Let α andβ be defined in(13)and (14). We have

Hp(x,0) =
1

L(x,0)

(
α

w(x)−w(p)
+β

)
,

Hp(0,y) =
p1,1 f (1,1)−L(X0(y),0)Hp(X0(y),0)

L(0,y)
.

3.3 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following remark (see [19, Lemma
4], taken from [16]): if a functionf is analytic onDM , continuous onDM and
satisfiesf (x) = f (x) for x∈ M , then it must be a constant function.

Let us begin with the caset > t0. Lemma 5 implies thatL(x,0)Hp(x,0) has a
unique pole atp. Let us assume for a while that this pole is of order 1 (which will
always be the case, except ifp= X(y2), in which case the pole has order 2). Then
by choosing suitably the value ofα, the function

L(x,0)Hp(x,0)−
α

w(x)−w(p)
−β (15)

has no pole inDM (sincew is injective in DM , see Definition 1, the function
1

w(x)−w(p) has a pole of order 1 atp, as soon asp ∈ DM ) and is continuous on

DM . The function (15) also satisfies the conditionf (x) = f (x) on the boundary.
Hence we can use the above remark to conclude that (15) is a constant function. The
value ofβ can be adapted so as to have that (15) is 0. To compute the exactvalues
of the constantsα andβ , a series expansion of (12) around 0 is enough.

In the caset > t0 but p= X(y2), the pole of 1
w(x)−w(p) at p is of order 2 (indeed,

aroundp ∈ {X(y1),X(y2)}, the equalityw(x) = w(x) yields w′(p) = 0), and the
same expression as (15) can be obtained.

The fact thatL(x,0)Hp(x,0) has a pole of order 1 or 2 atp follows essentially
from that we are looking for positive harmonic functions{ f (i, j)}. If the pole were
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of higher order, then the solution would have negative coefficients in its expansion
near 0, see [19, Lemma 11], which is impossible.

See [19, Sections 3.1–3.3] for the proof of Theorem 2 in the case t = t0 = 1,
which can be immediately adapted to the caset = t0 6= 1. ⊓⊔

3.4 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. In the small steps case (assumptions (a)–(b)), (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 follow
independently from Theorem 2 or from Lemma 2 (or its reformulation Lemma 3).
Theorem 1 (iii) is a consequence of classical results, see [18]. ⊓⊔

4 Extension and second proof of Theorem 1

In this section we consider weights{pk,ℓ} having exponential moments. This as-
sumption implies that the functionφ introduced in (3) is well defined onR2.

We note{ f [pk,ℓ]} the set of 1-harmonic functions, once the jumps{pk,ℓ} have
been fixed. For anya such thatφ(a) = t, we define new weights as follows (with
〈·, ·〉 denoting the standard scalar product inR2)

pa
k,ℓ = pk,ℓe

〈a,(k,ℓ)〉t−1. (16)

The identityφ(a) = t implies that∑k,ℓ pa
k,ℓ = 1, and thus the{pa

k,ℓ} can be interpreted
as transition probabilities. Our main result in Section 4 isthe following:

Proposition 1. Assume that the{pk,ℓ} have all exponential moments. Then the set
of t-harmonic functions is equal to

{(i, j) 7→ e〈at ,(i, j)〉 f [pat
k,ℓ](i, j)},

for any at such thatφ(at) = t.

Proposition 1 is a direct consequence of the following simple correspondence be-
tween t-harmonic and 1-harmonic functions. Hereafter, we shall denote by f a

(a∈ R2) the function
f a(i, j) = f (i, j)e−〈a,(i, j)〉. (17)

Lemma 8. For any at such thatφ(at) = t and any t-harmonic function f , fat is
1-harmonic w.r.t. the weights{pat

k,ℓ}.

As a consequence of Proposition 1 and Lemma 8, we can reprove and extend
Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. Theorem 1, initially proved for small steps random walks, can be gen-
eralized as follows:
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• Theorem 1(i) to random walks whose increments have exponential moments,
• Theorem 1(ii) to random walks with bounded symmetric jumps.

Proof. We first assume that the equationφ(at) = t has a unique solution. In this case
at is the global minimizer ofφ on R2 and the new weights{pat

k,ℓ} have zero drift
(this corresponds toφ ′(at) = 0). For random walks with bounded symmetric jumps,
there exists a uniquef [pat

k,ℓ] which is 1-harmonic (up to multiplicative factors), see
[4, Theorem 1]. Corollary 1 follows in this case.

We now suppose that the equationφ(at) = t has more than one solution (and then
in fact, infinitely many). In this case the{pat

k,ℓ} have non-zero drift (independently
of at). For any choice ofat , we can use the result [12, Corollary 1.1] fort = 1 (valid
for random walks whose increments have exponential moments), and then with (17)
and Lemma 8 we transfer it to other values oft > t0. ⊓⊔

We now present some remarks and consequences of Proposition1:

• Proposition 1 is independent of the choice ofat .
• Proposition 1 is not only a result on the structure of the Martin boundary, it also

provides an expression of thet-harmonic functions in terms of the 1-harmonic
functions.

• The exponential factor in (17) does not affect the fact that on the boundary of
the quadrant, the functionsf and f a are 0. Incidentally, this explains that the
simple exponential change (17) cannot be used in other situations than killed
random walks, like reflected random walks on a quadrant (see [11] for the study
of thet-Martin boundary of reflected random walks on a half-space).

5 Miscellaneous

5.1 Stable Martin boundaries

According to [17, Definition 2.4], the Martin boundary is stable if the Martin com-
pactification does not depend on the eigenvaluet (with a possible exception at the
critical value) and if the Martin kernels are jointly continuous w.r.t. space variable
and eigenvalue.

The first item is clearly satisfied in our context (see our Theorem 1). As for the
second one, it does not formally come from our results. However, it is most probably
true (in this direction, see Section 6.3, where we show that the harmonic functions
are continuous w.r.t. the eigenvaluet). For small steps random walks andt = 1, it
is proved in [14, Remark 29] that the Martin kernel is continuous w.r.t. the space
variable.
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5.2 Transformations of the step set and consequences on harmonic
functions

It is natural to make some transformations of the step set, as{pk,ℓ}→ {p±k,±ℓ}, and
to see the effect on the harmonic functions{ f (i, j)}. In fact, the consequence will
be simpler to read on the generating functionsH(x,0) andH(0,y), without obvious
implications on the coefficients{ f (i, j)}.

The starting point of all our approach is the functional equation (6), and the
difference between two functional equations associated with different jumps is all
contained in the kernel (5).

Consider first the transformation{pk,ℓ}→{p−k,ℓ}. The new kernel isx2L(1/x,y),
with new branch points inx equal to the 1/xℓ, while theyℓ remain the same. The
new roots of the kernel are 1/X(y) andY(1/x). The curveL is the same, and the
newM is obtained by an inversion.

The new conformal mapping is an algebraic function ofw. To find it we can
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2, by compensating the poles of w in the new
curveM (see (15)). Changing accordingly the values of the constantsα andβ and
replacingL(x,0) by x2L(1/x,0) yields the correct statement of Theorem 2 for the
step set{p−k,ℓ}.

Regarding the transformation{pk,ℓ} → {pk,−ℓ}, w takes the same value but
L(x,0), which is equal toγ(x) in the case{pk,ℓ}, should beα(x).

Similar facts can be obtained for other transformations, orfor the symmetry
{pk,ℓ}→ {pℓ,k}.

5.3 Simple random walks

If p0,1+ p1,0+ p0,−1+ p−1,0 = 1, the minimalt-harmonic functions take the form
(with p∈ [x2,X(y2)] andp′ =Y0(p))

fp(i, j) =






{( 1
p

)i
−
( p−1,0

p1,0
p
)i}

j
( 1

p′
) j

if p= x2,{(
1
p

)i
−
( p−1,0

p1,0
p
)i}{( 1

p′
) j
−
( p0,−1

p0,1
p′
) j}

if p∈ (x2,X(y2)),

i
(

1
p

)i{( 1
p′
) j
−
( p0,−1

p0,1
p′
) j}

if p= X(y2).

(18)

In the particular caset = 1, Equation (18) is obtained in [14, Section 5.1]. By using
techniques coming from representation theory, the authorsof [15] have obtained an
explicit expression for one 1-harmonic function, the one equal to the probability of
never hitting the cone.

The explicit expression (18) could also be obtained from Section 6 (via the com-
putation of the generating functionsHp(x,y)), where we derive an expression for
the functionw.
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5.4 Generating functions of discrete harmonic functions as Tutte’s
invariants

The equalityL(x,0)H(x,0) = L(x,0)H(x,0) for x∈ M (Lemma 4) implies that, in
the terminology of [1],L(x,0)H(x,0) is a Tutte’s invariant (these invariants were
introduced in the 1970s, when studying properlyq-colored triangulations, see [20]).

In [1] the authors identity some models of quadrant walks such that their gener-
ating function can be expressed in terms of such Tutte’s invariants. This illustrates
that our results do not only concern Martin boundary theory,but also combinatorial
problems as the enumeration of walks in the quarter plane.

5.5 A conjecture

Our conjecture is that Theorem 1, a priori valid only for a subclass of jumps{pk,ℓ}
with exponential moments, can be extended as follows:

Conjecture 1.Theorem 1 is valid for any{pk,ℓ} such that∑k,ℓ(k
2+ℓ2)pk,ℓ < ∞ (i.e.,

with moments of order 2).

In the particular case of zero drift jumps{pk,ℓ} (i.e., t = t0 = 1), this conjecture is
stated in [19, Conjecture 1].
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6 Appendix: Explicit expressions forw

It turns out that a suitable expression forw has been found in [5, Section 5.5.2].
Let us briefly explain why such a function appears in [5]. The main goal of [5]
is to develop a theory for solving a functional equation satisfied by the stationary
probabilities generating function of reflected random walks in the quarter plane. The
functional equation in [5] is closed to ours (compare [5, Equation (1.3.6)] with (6)).
Roughly speaking, the general solution of [5] can be expressed as

∫
f (y)

w′(y)
w(x)−w(y)

dy

for some functionf , with the same functionw as ours. Our situation is therefore
simpler, since we can express the solutions directly in terms ofw, without any inte-
gral.
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In this section we simply state the expression ofw, and we refer to [5, Chapter 5]
or to [14, Section 3] for the details. The expression is

w(x) =
u(x0)

u(x)−u(x0)
−

u(x0)

u(0)−u(x0)
(19)

(the second term u(x0)
u(0)−u(x0)

in (19) is to ensure thatw(0) = 0), where the functionu

is different in the two casest ∈ (t0,∞) andt = t0.

6.1 Case t ∈ (t0,∞)

In that case,u can be expressed in terms of Weiertrass elliptic functions,with the
formula

u(x) =℘1,3(s
−1(x)−ω2/2), (20)

where

• ℘1,3 is the Weierstrass elliptic function associated with the periodsω1 andω3

defined in (21), i.e.,

℘1,3(ω) =
1

ω2 + ∑
n1,n3∈Z

{
1

(ω −n1ω1−n3ω3)2 −
1

(n1ω1+n3ω3)2

}
,

• ω1 andω2 are defined as below (withδ as in (8)):

ω1 = i
∫ x2

x1

dx√
−δ (x)

, ω2 =

∫ x3

x2

dx√
δ (x)

, ω3 =

∫ x1

X(y1)

dx√
δ (x)

, (21)

• s(ω) = g−1(℘1,2(ω)), where℘1,2 is the Weierstrass elliptic function associated
with the periodsω1 andω2, andg−1 is the reciprocal function of

g(x) =





δ ′′(x4)

6
+

δ ′(x4)

x− x4
if x4 6= ∞,

δ ′′(0)
6

+
δ ′′′(0)x

6
if x4 = ∞,

(22)

• x0 ∈ (X(y1),x2)\ {0} is arbitrary.

6.2 Case t = t0

We have
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u(x) =

(
π
ω3

)2





sin



π
θ



arcsin



 1√
1
3 −

2g(x)
δ ′′(1)



−
π
2








−2

−
1
3




, (23)

with g as in (22) and

θ = arccos

(
−

∑−1≤i, j≤1 i jp i, j xi
2y j

2

2
√

α(x2)α̃(y2)

)
.

6.3 Remarks

It can be shown that:

• The expressions given in (20) and (23) are a priori complicated, but it may
happen that for some{pk,ℓ}, they become much simpler. Ifp0,1+ p1,0+ p0,−1+
p−1,0 = 1 for instance, the functionu is rational. More generally, ifω2/ω3 ∈ Q,
then u is an algebraic function. See [14, Proposition 15 and Remark16] for
further remarks onu.

• The functionu is is continuous w.r.t. the eigenvaluet ∈ [t0,∞), see [6, Section
2.2].

• At t = t0 we havex2 = x3 andy2 = y3 (in factt0 = inf{t > 0 : x2 = x3}= inf{t >
0 : y2 = y3}).
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